david cronenberg wikipedia la enciclopedia libre - david paul cronenberg toronto 15 de marzo de 1943 es un director de cine y guionista canadiense es uno de los principales exponentes de lo que se ha denominado, david cronenberg sfd cz - cronenberg se narodil 15 3 1943 a vystudoval university of toronto kde se za al zai mat o film b hem studi produkoval dva 16mm sn mk transfer a from the, all 21 david cronenberg movies ranked from worst to best - adapted by christopher hampton from his play the talking cure and set during the brink of world war i a dangerous method represents the third, 40 best directors features guardian co uk film - the world s 40 best directors the hollywood blockbuster may be in crisis but the art of the cinema is as healthy as ever our panel of critics picks out the film, 19 things you might not know about american psycho - before he set the bar for superhero reboots as christopher nolan s caped crusader christian bale committed what many believed would be career suicide by, el poder de la palabra epdip com - el poder de la palabra the power of the word, the 30 harshest filmmaker on filmmaker insults in history - editor s note while your flavorwire editors take a much needed holiday break we re revisiting some of our most popular features of the year this, moviemaker magazine the art business of making movies - resurrecting momentous events in her personal history including the physical spaces where they occurred deftly introspective british moviemaker joanna hogg, night of the creeps 1986 rotten tomatoes - three points for that title alone but night of the creeps has a lot more going for it this maiden directorial effort by fred dekker is a dextrous amalgam of sci fi, greatest films of 2005 filmsite org - title screen film genre s title year country length director description aeon flux 2005 93 minutes d karyn kusama, greatest films of 1991 filmsite org - title screen film genre s title year country length director description barton fink 1991 116 minutes d joel coen